
 

  Campus: Princeton High School 

Author(s): Kyle Lamothe Date Created / Revised: Jul 5, 2020 

Six Weeks Period: Second Grade Level & Course: 11th Physics (PHSPHAPU2L1) 

Timeline:  15 Days Unit Title: Unit 02 Newton’s Laws of Motion 1 Dimension Lesson #01 

AP Learning Objectives 

02.01 Describe a “force” as an interaction between two objects, identify the two objects for any force, and challenge the claim that any object can exert a force on itself. 
02.02 Create a free-body diagram using appropriately labeled vectors with magnitude, direction, and units 
02.03 Analyze a scenario and make claims (develop arguments, justify assertions) about the forces exerted on an object by other objects. 
02.04 Predict the motion of an object subject to forces exerted by several objects. 
02.05: Re-express a free-body diagram representation into a mathematical representation and solve problems.  
02.06: Apply F =mg to calculate the gravitational force in the context of the effects of a net force on objects and systems.  
02.07: Construct explanations of physical situations involving the interaction of bodies using Newton’s third law. 
02.08: Make claims and predictions about the action-reaction pairs of forces when two objects interact. 
3.A.2: Forces are described by vectors. a. Forces are detected by their influence on the motion of an object. b. Forces have magnitude and direction. 
3.A.3: A force exerted on an object is always due to the interaction of that object with another object.  
a. An object cannot exert a force on itself.  
b. Even though an object is at rest, there may be forces exerted on that object by other objects.  
c. The acceleration of an object, but not necessarily its velocity, is always in the direction of the net force exerted on the object by other objects 
3.B.1: If an object of interest interacts with several other objects, the net force is the vector sum of the individual forces. 
3.B.2: Free-body diagrams are useful tools for visualizing forces being exerted on a single object and writing the equations that represent a physical situation.  
a. An object can be drawn as if it was extracted from its environment and the interactions with the environment identified. 
 b. A force exerted on an object can be represented as an arrow whose length represents the magnitude of the force and whose direction shows the direction of the force.  
1.C.1: Inertial mass is the property of an object or a system that determines how its motion changes when it interacts with other objects or systems. 
1.C.2: Gravitational mass is the property of an object or a system that determines the strength of the gravitational interaction with other objects, systems, or gravitational fields. 
a. The gravitational mass of an object determines the amount of force exerted on the object by a gravitational field.  
b. Near the Earth’s surface, all objects fall (in a vacuum) with the same acceleration, regardless of their inertial mass. 
2.B.1: A gravitational field g at the location of an object with mass m causes a gravitational force of magnitude mg to be exerted on the object in the direction of the field.  
a. On the Earth, this gravitational force is called weight.  
b. The gravitational field at a point in space is measured by dividing the gravitational force exerted by the field on a test object at that point by the mass of the test object and 
has the same direction as the force. 
 c. If the gravitational force is the only force exerted on the object, the observed free-fall acceleration of the object (in meters per second squared) is numerically equal to the 
magnitude of the gravitational field (in newtons/kilogram) at that location. 
3.A.4: If one object exerts a force on a second object, the second object always exerts a force of equal magnitude on the first object in the opposite direction. 

Misconceptions ● Students may think objects with more mass “push harder” than objects with less mass. 
● Students may think objects with more mass experience greater acceleration due to gravity than 

objects with less mass. 
● Students may think a constant force must be applied to an object for it to remain in motion. 
● Students may think that even without friction, objects in motion would still eventually stop 

moving 

Key Vocabulary  Force – a push or pull on an object 

Inertia – the resistance of an object to a change in motion 

Acceleration – rate of change in velocity of the motion of an object 

Free body diagram – a diagram of all forces acting on an object drawn as vectors outward from the center 



Weight – the gravitational force that an object exerts due to its mass 

Mass – the amount of matter an object contains, a measurement of inertia 

Net force – sum of all force vectors into a combined or total force 

Normal force – force exerted perpendicular to the surface an object rests on (support force) 

Friction – force opposing motion caused by the interaction of surfaces 

Suggested Day  
5E Model 

Instructional Procedures 
 (Engage, Explore, Explain, Extend/Elaborate, Evaluate) 

Materials, Resources, Notes, 
Vocabulary 

Day 1- Engage 
 

Objective:  Make observations about the constant/changing 
motion of objects in various situations. (Leading toward an idea 
about balanced/unbalanced “tapping”.) 

 
Students should identify whether or not the velocity is constant in each 
photo and then try to describe what makes that situation a constant 
velocity situation. Under what conditions do objects move at a 
constant speed? What conditions cause the speed of an object to 
change? 
 
The guiding question should bring up many more questions. What is 
meant by “conditions?” Students tend to focus on situational features 
such as in the air, on the ground, or down the hill, and don’t “see” 
forces when they look at such a picture, so don’t be surprised if the 
idea of pushes and pulls on the person doesn’t arise from the 
conversation. We’re not trying to solve the question here, we want to 
spur some interest. 
Newton's 1st Law Packet  or  Stubbornness of Mass Bowling Ball 
handout  
 
Bowling Ball, Rubber mallets (or broom sticks) 
 
Engage: Bowling Ball Broom Grand Prix 
                   Materials: 2 bowling balls, 2 brooms, cones 
 split class up into 2 teams and have a relay race of teams using 
a broom to push a bowling ball around a simple marked off lane. 
Emphasize No Touch Zone. 
 
Debrief: What made this race difficult? (it’s hard to control a 
bowling ball with a broom) 
Is it only hard to increase the speed of the bowling ball from 
rest?   (No, its also hard to stop it from moving) 
What about the bowling ball makes this so hard? (it’s mass) 
 
4 situations: Is the statement correct? If so leave it blank, if not 
make it correct. 
Walking with a small board balancing a tennis ball and stopping 
suddenly and ball rolls off.  The tennis ball was pushed off  
Walking with a small board balancing a tennis ball and turning 
suddenly and ball rolls off. The tennis ball was pushed off 
Standing with a small board balancing a tennis ball and move 
hand and push tennis ball off.  The tennis ball was pushed off. 
Standing with a small board and drop gently tennis ball on 
slanted board, tennis ball rolls off. The tennis ball was pushed 
off.  

Dry Erase Boards, markers 
Newton's Laws Day 1 AP  
 
3.A.2: Forces are described by vectors. a. Forces 
are detected by their influence on the motion of an 
object. b. Forces have magnitude and direction. 
3.A.3: A force exerted on an object is always due to 
the interaction of that object with another object.  
a. An object cannot exert a force on itself.  
 

 
 
tennis Balls, Bowling Balls, broom, 
cardboard box tops 
Egg, Candle, plastic cups, toilet 
paper roll 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T1ux9D7-O38 
use various inertia demonstrations 
from video 
3.B.2: Free-body diagrams are useful tools for visualizing 
forces being exerted on a single object and writing the 
equations that represent a physical situation.  
a. An object can be drawn as if it was extracted from its 
environment and the interactions with the environment 
identified. 
 b. A force exerted on an object can be represented as an 
arrow whose length represents the magnitude of the force 
and whose direction shows the direction of the force.  

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1aHMlpAW_ypov_vNGchlp2UBUCD-umamgzRr1EUKXvEM/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Zfp2xWtD2de-2OV5_R99txMPypbY7cEACWc1gvdzD3E/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Zfp2xWtD2de-2OV5_R99txMPypbY7cEACWc1gvdzD3E/edit
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1MbGFhjd7rgiKtJOucQfHAzAvODzI-d46DF0DDq_GLEc/edit#slide=id.g5d2326bbef_0_595
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T1ux9D7-O38


 
Inertia is the resistance of an object to acceleration. 
More Mass ≫ More inertia 

● Demonstrate for the students a set table, candle inertia, 
egg inertia or show video of object inertia phenomenon. 

 
Closing Task: Illustrate various forces acting on a system & how forces 
would be drawn differently if we consider different objects as part/not 
part of the system of interest. 

Day 2 –Explore Objective: Students discover multiple types of forces and give 
them hands-on experience and close observation opportunities  
 
 Review Most missed questions from 6 weeks test 
 
 
Group discussions wrapping up yesterday. Then Distribute 
Types of Interactions Student Packet  
 
Students go to different stations that demonstrate various kinds 
of interactions. 
After stations, teacher leads discussion about types of 
interactions (tension, gravitational, friction, normal) using the 
matter model (self made or PASCO bought). 
 
Guide students to create system schemas and free body 
diagrams. 
 
 

The Physics Classroom 
http://www.physicsclassroom.com/class/newtlaws/Lesson-1/Newton-s-First-Law 
 
Newton's Laws Day 2 AP  
stations need: rubber bands, carts, 
fan cart, blocks of foam, brush, 
comb 
 
b. Even though an object is at rest, there may be forces 
exerted on that object by other objects.  
c. The acceleration of an object, but not necessarily its 
velocity, is always in the direction of the net force exerted 
on the object by other objects 
3.B.1: If an object of interest interacts with several other 
objects, the net force is the vector sum of the individual 
forces. 

Day 3 Explain Objective: Finish Free Body Diagrams and Vector Addition 
Diagrams from the packet 
 
Use analogy: each individual force is like an individual player. 
The net force is what the team accomplishes together. 
 
khanacademy Net force & acceleration excercise Free Body 
diagrams 

Newton's Laws Day 3 AP  
  

Day 4 Explore Objective: Discover equations for Fg and Fs through 

experiments 

 

Half of the groups will investigate the relationship between mass and 

weight; the other half of the groups will investigate the relationship 

between force applied to a spring and its’ extension.  

 

Examine the graphs, calculate the slope. Asks groups to figure out what 

other groups’ graphs/slopes imply. 

 

Ex (follow up questions later in the board meeting): “What would be 

different about your graph if you used a looser spring?” or “What would 

be different about your graph if you did this experiment on Jupiter? On 

the moon?” 

 
 

Newton's Laws Day 4 AP  
 

  
1.C.1: Inertial mass is the property of an object or a system 
that determines how its motion changes when it interacts 
with other objects or systems. 
1.C.2: Gravitational mass is the property of an object or a 
system that determines the strength of the gravitational 
interaction with other objects, systems, or gravitational 
fields. a. The gravitational mass of an object determines the 
amount of force exerted on the object by a gravitational 
field. 

Day 5 Elaborate Objective: Practice using force vector addition diagrams to solve 
problems that can be tested in person. 
 

Newton's Law AP Day 5 1st Law 
Stations  

https://docs.google.com/document/d/18Wa1wF8IsRjqLQfis7IjTFJuj98XMmE_jMj1kf-1cSI/edit#heading=h.xeb9igunr5n7
http://www.physicsclassroom.com/class/newtlaws/Lesson-1/Newton-s-First-Law
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1Is-8mPLaLJydLkGV99JnvBw33hLVmHvNuGwNIO5wDsk/edit#slide=id.g5d236d3acf_0_26
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1CeBMcXrtpWCGoZuvIvddFnaN_iyG6ZXWBRUswjRLCiY/edit#slide=id.g5d236d3acf_0_26
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1UzLq23dLja2E8b__UZieXjqxFwFlJVtHJbRIAkLof1Q/edit#slide=id.g5d2326bbef_0_167
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/16C6apq7rDhyBXx2yzzHgeh61s6b8ExpIOwAfYWpEQnQ/edit#slide=id.g5d3859f575_0_179
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/16C6apq7rDhyBXx2yzzHgeh61s6b8ExpIOwAfYWpEQnQ/edit#slide=id.g5d3859f575_0_179


Be sure that students are drawing diagrams, not just trying to 
use an equation. This is the first time students are using Fg=mg 
after the experiment, so they may need support in remembering 
that they know that relationship and how to use it. 
 
Be sure that students are clearly connecting their work to 
Newton’s 1st Law. Ask students, “Are the forces balanced or 
unbalanced here?” And, “What’s your evidence for the forces 
being balanced?” Make sure they are connecting balanced 
forces to the constant velocity of the object (and not to it being 
“at rest”, which isn’t specific enough). 
 
What to look for in exit tickets: 
Students should be drawing VADs. They should be able to use 
the diagram to show how the forces are balanced. They should 
be able to use Fg=mg appropriately and they should be able to 
add the forces as vectors (not add all of the force magnitudes 
together). 
 
https://kellyoshea.blog/2018/06/28/problem-solving-lab-stations-f
or-balanced-forces/  
Closing Task: Use Free Body & Vector Addition diagrams to 
show how the forces are balanced in various physical situations.  
 
Homework: first 2 pages of N2L Student Packet With Lab  

Day 6 Explore N2L Student Packet With Lab  
 
Objective: Use a lab to derive Newton’s 2nd law. 
Check homework 
Constant Push activity: Materials: hover puck& broom 
rope&skateboards; carts & ropes. 
Partners apply a constant pressure to each object, try to 
maintain that constant pressure on each object for as long as 
possible. 
 
students work thru packet 

Newton's Laws Day 6 N2L PreLab  

Day 7 
Explore/Explain 
 
(see p. 34/32 
argumentation 
n2l) 

Brief discussion of Systems/ Experimental design 
Class discussion: Identify independent & dependent variables 
How to change force while keeping mass constant? 
Draw FBD of each object as a class 
Finish Collecting  Data 
Board Meeting: What can we conclude? Acceleration is 
proportional to ______? 

Give students time to work through packet. 

Objective: Practice with multiple representations. Make 
connections between acceleration (slope on v-t graph) and Fnet 
(unbalanced part of VAD). 
 
During the whiteboard meeting, students should work toward 
consensus on each section of the motion. It may be easiest for 
them to agree to all of the representations for one section of the 
motion at a time (instead of trying to come to consensus about 
the entire velocity-time graph, first, for example). 
 

Newton's Laws AP Day 7 N2L Lab  
 
 
2nd law reading resource  
 

https://kellyoshea.blog/2018/06/28/problem-solving-lab-stations-for-balanced-forces/
https://kellyoshea.blog/2018/06/28/problem-solving-lab-stations-for-balanced-forces/
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1tKmeNWkMaI1H7mrSXFwYlnGrFvNYpkqGAjQXBmNFfso/edit#
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1tKmeNWkMaI1H7mrSXFwYlnGrFvNYpkqGAjQXBmNFfso/edit#
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1XNUIEfNBXSynB1J_829lP6Vgegy21SPoiees36RWAxo/edit#slide=id.g5d2326bbef_0_167
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1AD3P_yCxApNWGR-wEojcaq-MjJEuoC-UYNLKPiWlDy4/edit#slide=id.g5d3c5662f7_0_127
http://phyz.org/phyz/BOP/2-NEWTON/G-Newton_II.pdf


“Are the forces balanced or unbalanced during that time? How 
do you know?” 
“What is the relationship between the velocity-time graph and 
the acceleration?” 
“How is net force related to the other representations?” 
 
Check for student understanding by asking questions like, “How 
can you tell what direction the person is moving from your FBD?” 
(You can’t—you can only tell if the velocity is changing—but it 
takes time for students to internalize that idea.) 
 
 
Weightless Water Demo, poke hole in bottom of cup. Hold above 
sink. Drop, notice that the water stops pouring out as it is in 
freefall. Since both the water and cup are freefalling, the contact 
force is no more. Now ask what happens when it accelerates 
upwards. 
 
 Draw box on table, 2 stacked boxes on table, box being pulled 
slightly up on a table. Compare the normal forces as a result of 
the net force in each situation. 
 

Elevator Ride on bathroom scale apparent weight 

Day 8-Elaborate Finish Apparent weight calculations. Don’t rush, if needed push 
next worksheet/problem set to day 9. 
 
TIPERS B3-30  & 20 
 
If time is short, N2L Intro & a=ΣF/m practice  
 
Homework Assign Khanacademy: Newton’s 2nd Law: Solving 
for Force, Mass & acceleration 
In F=ma, which is the cause, and which is the effect 
Project problems from A day at the races & physicsclassroom 
worksheet for students to get used to working with a=f1+f2 / m 

 
Newton's Laws Day 8 AP N2L  
 

Day 9 –Evaluate 
 
 

Finish any previous work. If all caught up, do concept builders/ 
physics aviary challenges/ khanacademy/ etc. 

quiz?? 

 
 
 

Day  10 
Engage/Explor
e 
 

Objective: Students experience a variety of situations with 
interacting objects where they can measure and compare the size 
of the interaction force. 
 
Bellringer: Students try to determine which magnet is stronger by the repulsions 

of their magnets hidden in the cans and record their observations on their data 

sheet. 

N3L Packet AP 2019  
Then students pick 2 of the 4 stations detailed on the slideshow, 
measure forces & draw diagrams of individual objects & for the 
system.  
 
Upon completing two of the stations, students should write up 
their observations on a group whiteboard. Students then do a 
gallery walk, looking at each other’s boards and adding notes or 

Newton's Laws Day 10 Force 
Mirror  
 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1so8x3qQ95UzqnVpDtKmzIT0Noq3ves1DkMuwznyp0z0/edit
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1QWGvI7pIbZ8n7bgwXcyCk-h_VP3Ov8AQi-YGOXzkIY8/edit#slide=id.g5d3c5662f7_0_0
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1tZNI3WvL_FcfS3q1ZEnZzUv8HMzXmlWq7IISWcD9Vs0/edit#
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/19mxFGb_eHSkBwZ7K_OpyNQELIpT_UiRfjADLe1bYy7E/edit#slide=id.g5d431933d3_0_0
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/19mxFGb_eHSkBwZ7K_OpyNQELIpT_UiRfjADLe1bYy7E/edit#slide=id.g5d431933d3_0_0


questions to each other’s boards. As a class, encourage students 
to share what patterns they see. Also, encourage them to share 
any results they question. Revisit those stations as a class to 
resolve any discrepancies. 
 
 
Homework: Khanacademy  laws 1, 2,  “Though the size of the 
interaction between two objects may change from moment to 
moment, at any one moment the size of the interaction between 
two objects is identical in size and opposite in direction.”  

Day 11  
Explain 

Objective: Review 2nd & 3rd law with atwood’s machines 
 
Pick up on discussion from yesterday. Have students figure out a 
rule that describes their observations. 
 
Students Finish Handout from previous day.  
 
Tension demo: 
Set up a spring scale horizontally between two pulleys. Attach two equal masses with ropes, one to each end 
of the scale, and run the ropes over the pulleys, so the masses are suspended in the air. Make sure the face 
of the scale faces away from the class. Ask the students what they think the scale reads. After a good debate, 
turn the apparatus so that they can see the scale reading. 
 
Some students might expect the spring scale to read the sum of the two weights. In fact, the scale reads the 
magnitude of tension; the weights exert equal but opposite forces on the spring scale. Thus the tension in the 
scale equals the force with which each weight pulls.  

 
Tension & Atwood's Calculations  
khan academy Newton’s 3rd law 

Newton's Laws Day 11 N3L   

Day 12 
Elaborate 

Bellringer: Studens read handout on treating systems vs objects 
(zoom in vs zooming out) 
 
Students work through atwood’s machine calculations 
Post Force Quiz Review Checklist  & Force Quiz Review 
Solutions  
 

Newton's Laws Day 12 AP Systems  
● https://www.physicsclassroom.co

m/class/newtlaws/Lesson-3/Doub
le-Trouble  

● https://www.physicsclassroom.co
m/Class/vectors/u3l3f.cfm  

 

Day 13 
Elaborate 

Review Day (see slides) Newton's Laws AP Day 13 Review  
 

Day 14 
Evaluate 

Quiz 

Forces @ an angle 

Force Vector Intro  

 

 Vectors & Component Practice 
 
For help with Vector Practice, post  stephenmurray vectors & 
components 3.0 Vector Addition, Multiplication, & Resolution 

Trig Examples   right angle vector resultant show at 3:50 if 
needed 

 
 
Newton's Laws AP  Day  14 Quiz  

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1ssqNb_frX-4cZqHazhx9bsSgkopk5frb08NJy7P7PW0/edit
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1GUN0PIX0THglbc380PPtXG1-oRoEv74tuy1pdtwo5ZA/edit#slide=id.g5d4319340e_0_10
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1p75L4cRiAnMgiohnbaz9SMtWsaYFWnsywRfEb2TtkdU/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/16P6aomyOgahhHAwpzw7sdCOu4y_cTY2Iwkr_HNu_Svo/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/16P6aomyOgahhHAwpzw7sdCOu4y_cTY2Iwkr_HNu_Svo/edit
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/11Thq-bFGM-OGmIFaNj0wHMHBqNm5NM5co9arjo26Mk0/edit#slide=id.g5dc886836a_0_212
https://www.physicsclassroom.com/class/newtlaws/Lesson-3/Double-Trouble
https://www.physicsclassroom.com/class/newtlaws/Lesson-3/Double-Trouble
https://www.physicsclassroom.com/class/newtlaws/Lesson-3/Double-Trouble
https://www.physicsclassroom.com/Class/vectors/u3l3f.cfm
https://www.physicsclassroom.com/Class/vectors/u3l3f.cfm
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/12Gi5h7I_mJJdMPPnDAvVJJ30HCxOKoV-s7p8LnmWI0g/edit#slide=id.g5dc886848c_0_217
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1h4GQnL936l_72ALMak_EKNI74So7YLFSxOcSn-lSvWw/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1XuBuPlRoE98-CO2mVHjB915mgEmUzwnOU1-XoBGHTDc/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Dt3TY3a0HtyIXCD95pJ8u0cTw0AElvXvzpfIZrOtXTM/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1pN4osaHm43Nhg2hmBjXRklrbkFMiMdsAvtSDN3-W4wA/edit
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=256Yn47knH4&list=PLPyapQSxH6mY_hbPFnqgb_Ru_gKos6mab&index=2
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/16A35zFSPv0uCwSPaqw6YrUBWr1nGQKM8j1WWFwsRQE8/edit#slide=id.g5dc886848c_0_95


Day 15 Freaky 
Friday 

Force Vector Intro Freaky Friday Freaky Friday 2019 

Extra  
Physicsclassroom Map Lab or Trig Functions Lab Measuring 
Height of Tall Objects   or physicsclassroom.com As the Crow 
Flies Lab n 
students push cars with bathroom scales in the school’s 
parking lot as an application of Newton’s Second Law of 
Motion. The bathroom scales provide a known force and 
regularly dropped safety cones are used to obtain the 
vehicle’s acceleration. We use the acceleration and force to 
calculate the vehicle’s mass.  
 
 

Match That Free Body Diagram Tape up pages around 
room/hall. Students walk thru 12 stations and then check as 
class.  

Students complete Forces 1 Stubbornness Of Mass  
Consider watching Misconceptions about falling objects to 
account for the mass of the system & the force applied to the 
system 

Contrast Mass & Weight, knowing when either is relevant to a 
situation. & khanacademy 
 
f vs a graph x-intercept, y-intercept, no intercept 
slope of lab’s f vs a graph 
 
Mass vs. weight demo: screw 2 eye hooks into a light bowling 
ball. Hang bowling ball by blue painters tape from a lab ring 
stand. Ask students if I yank the bottom tape quickly, which will 
break first? if I pull the bottom tape slowly, which will break first? 
Work Thru Mass, Weight, & Practice with a = F/m  
 
Students shake a 5 kg mass vertically and horizontally and describe the 
difference. What if they 
were on the space station? 
4. Students pull toilet paper quickly off a roll and slowly. Why does it 
break only when pulled quickly? 

     or work further with worksheets from yesterday 
 

Closing Task: I will explain the difference between mass and 
weight. 
 
 
Getting Pushy 2nd Law Notes 2nd law practice  
 
If time allows Problem-solving-lab-stations-for-unbalanced-forces 
Blogpost 
 
 
 
Students use a motion detector to determine the acceleration of a 
dynamics cart in two scenarios: (1) the total mass of the system is 
kept constant while the net force varies, and (2) the net force is kept 

 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1h4GQnL936l_72ALMak_EKNI74So7YLFSxOcSn-lSvWw/edit
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1lnlbDOrUQmnvGT4LewJBse_W3qTj98Rs-82-AQAjA1o/edit
https://www.physicsclassroom.com/getattachment/lab/vectproj/vp1tg.pdf
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1NBTeI89LZ0r7Dg2QPj8CBBijx3jIgM6_VYqX_fSWj2Y/edit#
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1NBTeI89LZ0r7Dg2QPj8CBBijx3jIgM6_VYqX_fSWj2Y/edit#
https://www.physicsclassroom.com/getattachment/lab/vectproj/vp2tg.pdf
https://www.physicsclassroom.com/getattachment/lab/vectproj/vp2tg.pdf
http://www.physicsclassroom.com/getattachment/Concept-Builders/Newtons-Laws/Match-That-FBD/Questions/Questions.pdf?lang=en-US
https://docs.google.com/document/d/12_dhXxsUD-FMy9U4p98d6LQEtN_TebXhRY-27W6sRvQ/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1wWTdwjoUJtU5owizjmNIilOsuoApL2ptciq13fqEWaE/edit#
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1XvGZYFWyG3LoPqsdxSrE6XonMFaNHz1dcrX7CoT93Jo/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1M5UHWTTwynYrtCBNz5G0DQbAOwPQ_Fc2q58kkqTzoWc/edit
https://kellyoshea.blog/2018/06/29/problem-solving-lab-stations-for-unbalanced-forces/
https://kellyoshea.blog/2018/06/29/problem-solving-lab-stations-for-unbalanced-forces/


constant while the total mass of the system varies. 
 
 

 

 


